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Abstract

Dialogue state tracking (DST) is an essential
sub-task for task-oriented dialogue systems.
Recent work has focused on deep neural mod-
els for DST. However, the neural models re-
quire a large dataset for training. Furthermore,
applying them to another domain needs a new
dataset because the neural models are gener-
ally trained to imitate the given dataset. In
this paper, we propose Schema Encoding for
Transferable Dialogue State Tracking (SET-
DST), which is a neural DST method for effec-
tive transfer to new domains. Transferable DST
could assist developments of dialogue systems
even with few dataset on target domains. We
use a schema encoder not just to imitate the
dataset but to comprehend the schema of the
dataset. We aim to transfer the model to new
domains by encoding new schemas and using
them for DST on multi-domain settings. As a
result, SET-DST improved the joint accuracy
by 1.46 points on MultiWOZ 2.1.

1 Introduction

The objective of task-oriented dialogue systems is
to help users achieve their goals by conversations.
Dialogue state tracking (DST) is the essential sub-
task for the systems to perform the purpose. Users
may deliver the details of their goals to the sys-
tems during the conversations, e.g., what kind of
food they want the restaurant to serve and at what
price level they want to book the hotel. Thus, the
systems should exactly catch the details from utter-
ances. They should also communicate with other
systems by using APIs to achieve users’ goals, e.g.,
to search restaurants and to reserve hotels. The goal
of DST is not only to classify the users’ intents but
also to fill the details into predefined templates that
are used to call APIs.

Recent work has used deep neural networks for
DST with supervised learning. They have im-
proved the accuracy of DST; however, they require
a large dataset for training. Furthermore, they need

a new dataset to be trained on another domain. Un-
fortunately, the large dataset for training a DST
model is not easy to be developed in real world.
The motivation of supervised learning is to make
deep neural networks imitate humans. But, they ac-
tually imitate the given datasets rather than humans.
Someones who have performed hotel reservation
work could easily perform restaurant reservation
work if some guidelines are provided, but neural
models may have to be trained on a new dataset
of the restaurant domain. The difference between
humans and neural models is that humans can learn
how to read guidelines and to apply the guidelines
to their work. This is why transfer learning is im-
portant to train neural models on new domains.

In this paper, we propose Schema Encoding for
Transferable Dialogue State Tracking (SET-DST),
which is a neural DST method with transfer learn-
ing by using dataset schemas as guidelines for DST.
The motivation of this study is that humans can
learn not only how to do their work, but also how to
apply the guidelines to the work. We aim to make a
neural model learn how to apply the schema guide-
lines to DST beyond how to fill predefined slots
by simply imitating the dataset on multi-domain
settings. The schema includes metadata of the
dataset, e.g., which domains the dataset covers and
which slots have to be filled to achieve goals. SET-
DST has a schema encoder to represent the dataset
schema, and it uses the schema representation to
understand utterances and to fill slots. Recently,
transfer learning has been becoming important be-
cause development of new datasets is costly. Trans-
fer learning makes it possible to pre-train neural
models on large-scale datasets to effectively fine-
tune the models on small-scale downstream tasks.

We used SGD (Rastogi et al., 2020) as the large-
scale dataset, and evaluated SET-DST on Multi-
WOZ 2.1 (Eric et al., 2020), which is a standard
benchmark dataset for DST, as the downstream
task. SET-DST achieved state-of-the-art accuracy
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Schema Encoder State Generator (GPT-2)

Dataset Schema ... ...

(a) Schema encoding for active slots and intents clas-
sification.

... ...

State Generator (GPT-2)

... ...

...

(b) Dialogue state generation.

Figure 1: Overview of SET-DST. The schema encoder takes the dataset schema and generates slot vectors and intent
vectors. The state generator takes the previous dialogue state Dt−1 and the dialogue history Ht to calculate active
scores of slots and intents. F is an score function to calculate whether the slots or intents are activated on turn t.
Then, the state generator additionally takes the activated slots and intents to generate the current dialogue state Dt.
St indicates the activated slots and It indicates the activated intents.

on the downstream DST task. We further con-
firmed that SET-DST worked well on the small
downstream dataset. This result demonstrates that
transfer learning with schema encoding improves
the performance of neural DST models and the
efficiency of few-shot learning on DST.

2 Related Work

Traditional DST models extract semantics by using
natural language understanding (NLU) modules to
generate dialogue states (Williams, 2014; Wang
and Lemon, 2013). The limitation of these models
is that they rely on features extracted by humans.

Recent work has focused on building end-to-end
DST models without hand-crafted features. Zhong
et al. (2018) use global modules to share parameters
between different slots. Nouri and Hosseini-Asl
(2018) improve the latency by removing inefficient
recurrent layers. Transferable DST models that
can be adapted to new domains by removing the
dependency on the domain ontology are proposed
(Ren et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019). Zhou and Small
(2019) attempt to solve DST as a question answer-
ing task using knowledge graph.

More recently, large-scale pre-trained language
models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and
GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) are used for DST. The
pre-trained BERT acts as an NLU module to un-
derstand utterances (Lee et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,
2020a; Kim et al., 2020; Heck et al., 2020). GPT-2
makes it possible to solve DST as a conditional
language modeling task (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020;
Peng et al., 2021).

Rastogi et al. (2020) propose the baseline

method that defines the schema of dataset and uses
it for training and inference. A drawback of them
is that the calculation cost is high because they use
the domain ontology and access all values to es-
timate the dialogue state. DST models that uses
schema graphs to encode the relation between slots
and values are proposed (Chen et al., 2020; Zhu
et al., 2020). However, they focus on encoding
the relation between slots and values of the given
domains not on adaptation to new domains.

In this paper, we focus on making the model
learn how to understand the schema and how to
apply it to estimate the dialogue state, not just on
encoding the in-domain relation.

3 Schema Encoding for Transferable
Dialogue State Tracking

In this section, we describe the architecture of SET-
DST and how to optimize it. Figure 1 shows the
overview of our method. The model consists of
the schema encoder and the state generator. SET-
DST generates the dialogue state in two steps: (a)
schema encoding and classification, and (b) dia-
logue state generation. In this paper, we define
some terms as follows.

Schema Metadata of the dataset, e.g., what do-
mains, services, slots, and intents the dataset covers.
A dataset has a schema that describes the dataset.

Domain What domains the conversation goes on,
e.g., restaurant, hotel, and attraction. A conversa-
tion can go on multiple domains.
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Service_name: Restaurants_1
Description: A leading provider for restaurant
search and reservations

Slot_name: restaurant_name
Description: Name of the restaurant

Slot_name: price_range
Description: Price range for the restaurant

...

Intent_name: ReserveRestaurant
Description: Reserve a table at a restaurant

Intent_name: FindRestaurants
Description: Find a restaurant of a particular cuisine
in a city

Figure 2: Example of schema for restaurant search and
reservation service including slots and intents.

Service What services the system provides to
users. It is similar to domain, but application-level.
For example, restaurant domain can have two dif-
ferent services: (1) a service for searching and
reserving restaurants and (2) a service focused on
searching and comparing restaurants. In real world,
a service corresponds to an application.

Action Abstract actions of users to achieve their
goals during conversations, e.g., to inform the sys-
tem their requirements or to request the system for
some information. Appendix B demonstrates the
details of the user actions covered in this paper.

Slot The details of the user goals, e.g., the type
of food and the price range of hotel. Slots are
predefined based on the domains or services that
the system should cover, and the slots are filled by
DST. The schema includes the information of slots.

Value The values that have actual meaning for
the corresponding slots, e.g., cheap or expensive
about the price range of hotel. The systems should
match slot-value pairs from conversations.

Intent Sub-goals to achieve the final goals of
users. A goal consists of one or more intents, and
an intent is achieved over one or more conversation
turns. In real world, an intent corresponds to an
API. For example, to search restaurants or to book
hotels should be performed by APIs of external
systems. Furthermore, The dialogue system should
predict the slot-value pairs which correspond to
arguments to call APIs.

3.1 Schema Encoding

We use the pre-trained BERT1 for the schema en-
coder. Figure 2 shows an example of the schema
for Restaurant_1 service that is a service to search
and reserve restaurants. Services, slots, and intents
consist of name and short description. The name
and description of the service in the schema are fed
into BERT to generate service vector vR as

oR = BERT ([CLS]nR : dR[SEP])

vR = WR · o[CLS]R ∈ Rh
, (1)

where nR is the service name, dR is the service
description, and h is the hidden size. o[CLS]R is the
output of [CLS] token, and WR ∈ Rh×h is a fully
connected (FC) layer. [CLS] and [SEP] are
special tokens that mean the start and end of the
sentence, respectively. The service in Figure 2 can
be represented as [CLS] Restaurants_1 :
A leading provider for restaurant
search and reservations [SEP] to be
fed into BERT. The slots and intents in the schema
are also fed into BERT to generate slot vectors
VS = {v1S , · · · v

NS
S } ∈ RNS×h and intent vectors

VI = {v1I , · · · , v
NI
I } ∈ RNI×h, respectively, as

follows:

ojS = BERT
(
[CLS]nj

S : djS[SEP]
)

vjS = WS · oj,[CLS]S ∈ Rh, j ∈ [1, NS ]
, (2)

okI = BERT
(
[CLS]nk

I : dkI[SEP]
)

vkI = WI · ok,[CLS]I ∈ Rh, k ∈ [1, NI ]
. (3)

NS and NI mean the number of slots and intents
for the service, respectively. nj

S is the j-th slot
name, and djS is the j-th slot description. oj,[CLS]S

is the output of [CLS] token from the j-th slot,
and WS ∈ Rh×h is an FC layer. Similarly, nk

I

is the k-th intent name, and dkI is the k-th intent
description. ok,[CLS]I is the output of [CLS] token
from the k-th intent, and WI ∈ Rh×h is an FC
layer. The schema encoder takes vR, VS , and VI

to update the slot vectors VS and intent vectors VI
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with attention mechanism as follows:

aS = softmax (VS · vR) ∈ RNS

vR,S = (VS)
T · aS ∈ Rh

, (4)

vjS = WRS ·
(
vR,S ⊕ vjS

)
∈ Rh, (5)

aI = softmax (VI · vR) ∈ RNI

vR,I = (VI)
T · aI ∈ Rh

, (6)

vkI = WRI ·
(
vR,I ⊕ vkI

)
∈ Rh. (7)

WRS ∈ Rh×2h and WRI ∈ Rh×2h are FC layers,
and ⊕ means the concatenation of two vectors. The
slot vectors and intent vectors updated with refer-
ence to the service vector are used for next steps:
classification and generation.

3.2 Slot and Intent Classification

SET-DST takes the slot vectors and intent vectors
to classify what slots and intents are activated by
users. We use the pre-trained GPT-21 for the state
generator that encodes the dialogue history and
generates the dialogue state as a sequence of words.
The state generator encodes the dialogue history
Ht that is accumulated during the conversation and
the previous dialogue state Dt−1 to calculate the
context vector Ct as

Ct =
{
c1t , · · · , c

NC
t

}
∈ RNC×h

= GPT-2 (Dt−1 ⊕Ht) ,
(8)

where NC = |Ct|, and cit means the GPT-2 output
of the i-th word. Then, the last output of Ct is used
to classify which slots and intents are activated in
the current conversation as follows:

P
(
sjt = Active

)
= F

(
cNC
t , vjS

)
, (9)

P
(
ikt = Active

)
= F

(
cNC
t , vkI

)
, (10)

where P (sjt = Active) means the probability
that the j-th slot is activated on turn t, and P (ikt =
Active) means the probability that the k-th intent
is activated on turn t. vjS and vkI indicate the slot
vector of the j-th slot and the intent vector of the
k-th intent, respectively, calculated by the schema
encoder. F is a projection layer to calculate the
probabilities using the context vector, slot vector,
and intent vector. We define F(x, y) as a function

1The pre-trained models are available at https://
github.com/huggingface/transformers.

transforming vectors x and y into a probability
scalar as

h1 = tanh (W1 · x)
h2 = tanh (W2 · (h1 ⊕ y))

F(x, y) = σ (W3 · h2)
, (11)

where W1 ∈ Rh×h, W2 ∈ Rh×2h, and W3 ∈ R1×h

are FC layers. Activate slots and intents are classi-
fied based on the probabilities P (sjt = Active)
and P (ijt = Active). We define the slots acti-
vated on turn t as St = {sjt |P (sjt = Active) ≥
α, j ∈ [1, NS ]} and the intents activated on turn t
as It = {ikt |P (ikt = Active) ≥ α, k ∈ [1, NI ]}.
sjt and ikt means the j-th slot name and the k-
th intent name, respectively. α is a threshold to
classify the slots and intents based on the proba-
bilities. Activated slots St and intents It classi-
fied on this step are used to generate the dialogue
state. On the generation step, St and It further
contains slot vectors and intent vectors, which are
calculated on the encoding step, in addition to
the names in the text form. For example, St =
{restaurant_name, price_range} can
be represented as

E(“Slots:{restaurant_name:”)⊕
v1S ⊕ E(“;price_range:”)⊕ v2S ⊕ E(“}”)

(12)

before being fed into GPT-2, where E is the em-
bedding layer to project the slot names into vector
space of the same size as the slot vectors. To gener-
ate the dialogue state that consists of the slot-value
pairs, the system should recognize not only the val-
ues but also the name of slots. The values can be
extracted from user utterances, and which slots are
activated can be predicted by the classification step;
however, the exact slot names should be provided
in the text form to construct slot-value structure
matching given schema. By this process, the sys-
tem can recognize the name of activated slots and
intents before generating the dialogue state.

3.3 Dialogue State Generation
SET-DST has the state generator that generates
dialogue state using the dialogue history, schema
representation, and previous dialogue state accu-
mulated during the conversation. In this paper, we
define the dialogue state as a list of slot-value pairs
that mean the details of an user goal. We also de-
fine the concept called user state that is a sequence

https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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I would like to find a place to eat in San Jose.

State: { Inform_Intent - Intent - FindRestaurants ;
Inform - restaurant_location - San Jose }

{ 
 restaurant_location: San Jose 
}

(a) Example in restaurants domain.

Can you find me any one way flights to San Francisco
from Chicago?

State: { Inform_Intent - Intent - SearchOnewayFlight ;
Inform - destination_city - San Francisco ; Inform -
origin_city - Chicago}

{ 
 destination_city: San Francisco, 
 origin_city: Chicago 
}

(b) Example in flights domain.

Figure 3: Examples of user state and dialogue state
corresponding to user utterance. Ut is a sequence of
words, and Dt is a list of slot-value pairs.

of action-slot-value triples to generalize semantics
from various user utterances. The state generator
recurrently generates the user state as a sequence
of words, instead of generating the dialogue state
in the structured form directly. Then, the dialogue
state is updated by extracting the slot-value pairs
from the user state. The user state Ut on turn t
is generated based on the previous dialogue state
Dt−1, dialogue history Ht, active slots St, and ac-
tive intents It as follows:

ũlt = GPT-2
(
Dt−1 ⊕Ht ⊕ St ⊕ It ⊕ U1:l−1

t

)
,

(13)

Ut =
{
ult

∣∣∣ult = argmax
(
Wvocab · ũlt

)
,

l ∈ [1, NU ]
}
∈ RNU ,

(14)

where U1:l−1
t = {u1t , · · · , ul−1

t } and NU = |Ut|.
ult means the l-th word of the user state, and
Wvocab ∈ RNvocab×h is an FC layer to project

the hidden state to vocabulary space with size
of Nvocab. Figure 3 shows how to generate Dt

from Ut. Ut is generated word-by-word over
time steps until [EOS], a special word to ter-
minate the generation, is detected. Then, Dt is
updated by extracting the slot-value pairs from
Ut. In task-oriented dialogue system, the dia-
logue state is used to call API. In Figure 3a, San
Jose is passed as the value of an argument named
restaurant_location to call the API named
FindRestaurants. However, we aim not to
build the full task-oriented dialogue system but to
generate the dialogue state in this study.

3.4 Optimization
SET-DST is optimized over two steps: (1) slot
and intent classification, and (2) state generation.
We freeze the pre-trained BERT during training to
preserve the broad and general knowledge that is
learned from large corpus. In classification task,
the system is trained by using binary cross-entropy.
Equation 9 is used to calculate the slot loss LS

t with
slot labels Y S

t = {ySt,1, · · · , ySt,NS
} as

LS
t =− 1

NS

NS∑
j=1

β · ySt,j · logP
(
sjt

)
+
(
1− ySt,j

)
log

(
1− P

(
sjt

))
,

(15)

where ySt,j ∈ R1 is the binary value of j-th slot
on turn t, and β is a hyperparameter to consider
the ratio of active slots out of total slots. Based on
Equation 10, the intent loss LI

t is calculated with
intent labels Y I

t = {yIt,1, · · · , yIt,NI
} as

LI
t =− 1

NI

NI∑
k=1

β · yIt,k · logP
(
ikt

)
+
(
1− yIt,k

)
log

(
1− P

(
ikt

))
,

(16)

where yIt,k ∈ R1 is the binary value of k-th intent
on turn t. In state generation step, the system is
trained as a conditional language model that recur-
rently generates words over time steps. The state
loss LU

t is calculated base on Equation 14 with the
state label Y U

t = {yUt,l, · · · , yUt,NU
} as

LU
t = − 1

NU

NU∑
l=1

(
yUt,l

)T
logP

(
ult

)
, (17)

where yUt,l ∈ RNvocab is the one-hot vector that
indicates the l-th word of the gold-standard user
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state on turn t. The final joint loss is the sum of
above losses:

Lt = LS
t + LI

t + LU
t . (18)

We use Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) to
minimize Lt.

4 Experiments

In this section, we describe our experiments includ-
ing the datasets, evaluation metric, and results.

4.1 Experimental Setups

We used two datasets MultiWOZ 2.12 and Schema-
Guided Dialogue (SGD)3 to evaluate our system.
MultiWOZ consists of conversations between a
tourist and a guide, e.g., booking hotels and search-
ing trains. SGD deals with conversations between
a virtual assistant and an user ranging over vari-
ous domains, e.g., events, restaurants, and media.
The dataset also provides a schema that includes
services, intents, and slots with short descriptions
to help understanding the conversations. In this
study, we followed the schema proposed in SGD.
MultiWOZ has about 10,400 dialogues, and SGD
has about 22,800 dialogues.

The datasets propose joint accuracy as the met-
ric to evaluate DST systems. Joint accuracy mea-
sures whether a system successfully predicts all
slot-value pairs mentioned on the conversations.
In every turn, the system updates dialogue state,
and the joint accuracy is calculated based on the
accumulated dialogue state.

4.2 Experimental Details

The motivation of SET-DST is to make the sys-
tem interpret the schema and refer it for efficiently
tracking the dialogue state. In the experiments, our
goal is to verify that SET-DST works well for our
purpose by improving the performance of DST and
the efficiency on few-shot settings with the schema
encoding.

The experiments are divided into two steps: (1)
pre-training on SGD and (2) fine-tuning on Mul-
tiWOZ. In the pre-training step, SET-DST is op-
timized to encode the schema for DST. In the
fine-tuning step, the capability that encodes given

2https://github.com/budzianowski/
multiwoz.

3https://github.com/
google-research-datasets/
dstc8-schema-guided-dialogue.

Service_name: Restaurant 
Description: Service for searching and booking
restaurant

Slot_name: restaurant_name 
Description: Name of restaurant

Slot_name: restaurant_people 
Description: The number of people to visit the
restaurant

...

Intent_name: Restaurant 
Description: Search and book a restaurant

Figure 4: Example of schema that is temporarily created
for MultiWOZ dataset.

schema is transferred to encode new schema for im-
provement of the performance and efficiency. We
conducted the experiments by adjusting the rate of
few-shot data during fine-tuning to focus on the
fine-tuning step. The training data for few-shot
settings was randomly sampled from the training
set of MultiWOZ, and the random seed was fixed
for consistency of sampling. We also conducted
experiments to verify whether SET-DST success-
fully works on the pre-training step, although the
major part in our experiments is the fine-tuning on
MultiWOZ including few-shot settings.

SET-DST needs not only slot information but
also a schema. However, MultiWOZ has no schema
and no concepts of service and intent; thus, we cre-
ated a schema for MultiWOZ including services,
slots, intents, and corresponding descriptions. Fig-
ure 4 shows an example of the schema for Multi-
WOZ. In our experiments on MultiWOZ, an intent
means activated domain. In other words, the sys-
tem classifies an intent as active when the domain
of conversation is changed or a conversation starts.
MultiWOZ further has no labels for activated in-
tents, thus we automatically added the labels by
tracking active domains and detecting whether new
domains are active.

We further tried to fine-tune the system
without intents because it is possible that the
concepts of intent are unnatural in MultiWOZ.
In this setting, Equation 3, 6, 7, 10, 16 are
ignored, It is removed from Equation 13, and
LI
t is removed from Equation 18. In Figure 3a,

Ut is replaced with State: { Inform -
restaurant_location - San Jose },

https://github.com/budzianowski/multiwoz
https://github.com/budzianowski/multiwoz
https://github.com/google-research-datasets/dstc8-schema-guided-dialogue
https://github.com/google-research-datasets/dstc8-schema-guided-dialogue
https://github.com/google-research-datasets/dstc8-schema-guided-dialogue
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Service_name
Original: Banks 
Alternatives:
 [
  Bank_service, 
  Bank_application, 
  ...
 ]

Service_description
Original: Manage bank accounts and transfer money 
Alternatives:
 [
  Service to manage your bank accounts and finances, 
  Application for managing bank accounts, 
  ...
 ]

Slot_name
Original: account_type 
Alternatives:
 [
  bank_account_type, 
  type_of_bank_account, 
  ...
 ]

Slot_description
Original: The account type of the user 
Alternatives:
 [
  Bank account type of the user for transaction, 
  Type of user's bank account, 
  ...
 ]

Intent_name
Original: transfer_money 
Alternatives:
 [
  send_money, 
  money_transference, 
  ...
 ]

Intent_description
Original: Transfer money from one bank account to another user's account 
Alternatives:
 [
  Transfer money to another user, 
  Send money to another bank account, 
  ...
 ]

Figure 5: Example of alternatives for schema augmenta-
tion.

and in Figure 3b, Ut is replaced with State:
{ Inform - destination_city - San
Francisco ; Inform - origin_city
- Chicago }.

A dataset schema can be variously defined de-
pending on the developer, and our goal is to make
the system represent any schema for DST. In
the pre-training step, we manually augmented the
schema of SGD dataset to avoid overfitting to the
given schema. The schema provides names of ser-
vices, slots, and intents with short descriptions. We
defined some alternatives of the names and descrip-
tions, and sampled inputs for the schema encoder
from the augmented schema. Figure 5 shows some
examples of the alternatives for bank service.

In dialogue state, multiple slots and intents can

JA
TRADE (Wu et al., 2019) 45.60%*
DSTQA (Zhou and Small, 2019) 51.17%
LABES-S2S (Zhang et al., 2020b) 51.45%
DST-Picklist (Zhang et al., 2020a) 53.30%
MinTL-BART (Lin et al., 2020) 53.62%
TripPy (Heck et al., 2020) 55.29%
SimpleTOD (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020) 55.76%
PPTOD (Su et al., 2021) 57.45%
ConvBERT-DG (Mehri et al., 2020) 58.70%
TripPy+SCoRe (Yu et al., 2020) 60.48%
TripPy+CoCoAug (Li et al., 2020) 60.53%
TripPy+SaCLog (Dai et al., 2021) 60.61%
SET-DST (Ours) 60.39%
SET-DST w/o intent 62.07%

Table 1: DST results on the test set of MultiWOZ in
joint accuracy. *: the result is reported by Eric et al.
(2020).

be activated at once. However, the order has no
meaning in dialogue state. The state generator is
trained to generate the dialogue state based on tex-
tual label, so it is possible that the order causes
wrong optimization and overfitting. Thus, we shuf-
fled the order of slots and intents when making the
labels.

We used BERT-base-uncased4 model for the
schema encoder and GPT-25 model for the state
generator. In our experiments, the pre-training step
took about two days, and the fine-tuning step took
about a day on a TitanRTX GPU. Table 3 lists hy-
perparameters that are used in our experiments.

4.3 Experimental Results

Table 1 compares the evaluation results of SET-
DST to the previous methods on the test set of Mul-
tiWOZ. In our experiments, SET-DST achieved
new state-of-the-art joint accuracy when fine-tuned
without intent.

Table 2 shows the evaluation results on few-
shot settings and the improvement by pre-training.
When we used less training data, the pre-training
with schema encoding was more effective for DST.
SET-DST performed reasonably well with only
about 20% of the training data. In most cases, the
models fine-tuned without intents achieved higher
joint accuracy on MultiWOZ.

4https://huggingface.co/
bert-base-uncased.

5https://huggingface.co/gpt2.

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/gpt2
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Few-shot rate
JA

w/ intent w/o intent
100% 60.39% 62.07%
30% 53.43% 56.43%

w/ 25% 53.07% 55.61%
pre-training 20% 52.73% 54.37%

15% 40.41% 51.29%
10% 31.20% 29.91%
100% 58.37% 59.10%
30% 31.08% 48.96%

w/o 25% 30.39% 30.28%
pre-training 20% 22.80% 22.35%

15% 19.38% 17.09%
10% 10.21% 15.10%

Table 2: Evaluation results on few-shot settings with
considering pre-training.

5 Discussion

Schema Encoding In this study, our goal is to
transfer a pre-trained DST model to a low-resource
domain without limiting the transference as lan-
guage model level by using schema encoding. We
pre-trained SET-DST on SGD which is a relatively
large dataset and fine-tuned it on MultiWOZ to
transfer the schema encoding. As a result, the
pre-training significantly improved the accuracy
on DST. Table 2 shows that the pre-training was
more effective when the target dataset was small.
To satisfy the joint accuracy evaluation, the sys-
tem should not only predict values, but also exactly
match the names of slots defined on the dataset. We
believe that the tuning process was not completed
when we used just 10% of the target dataset; on the
other side, the system could match the slot names
defined on MultiWOZ not SGD with 20% of the
dataset. Pre-trained language models have been
already used in many fields. However, our method
could tackle general DST beyond language model-
ing on various domains. We believe that SET-DST
can assist the development of DST systems in real
world without large dataset on the target domain.

Intent on Fine-tuning In this paper, we define
the intents as sub-goals to be achieved through a
service. SGD has a schema for dialogues between
a virtual assistant and an user. Thus, it is assumed
that a system achieves the user’s sub-goals by using
APIs, and an intent corresponds to an API. Virtual
assistant should tackle various services that could
consist of one more intents, e.g., to check account

balance and to transfer money in bank service. Un-
like that, MultiWOZ has no schema and considers
no APIs as intents. Thus, the schema that we tem-
porarily created for experiments in the same form
as the schema of SGD could cause confusion in
generation of dialogue state. We believe that this is
why the results without intent were slightly higher
in the experiments. Another reason would be the
incorrect labels for intents that we automatically
created for experiments on MultiWOZ.

The joint accuracy that has been proposed as an
evaluation metric for DST considers only slot-value
pairs. However, task-oriented dialogue systems
should call APIs of external systems to achieve
goals, e.g., to search restaurants and to reserve ho-
tels. The systems that predict only slot-value pairs
would be insufficient to replace rule-based tradi-
tional systems in real-world. Even though use of
intents made no improvement in joint accuracy, we
believe that encoding the schema including intents
is meaningful in terms of approaching more realis-
tic DST.

Backbone Model We used BERT for schema
encoding and GPT-2 for classification and gener-
ation. Using only GPT-2 was an option in our
study. However, we fixed the pre-trained BERT
during optimization to preserve the broad and gen-
eral knowledge learned on pre-training and to use
the knowledge for encoding given schema. BERT
is an excellent backbone model to encode text for
downstream tasks; thus, we used BERT instead of
GPT-2 for the schema encoding.

6 Conclusion

Transfer learning that makes it possible to apply
a pre-trained model to new domains has been at-
tempted a lot. However, the attempts for DST have
been just to use large-scale pre-trained models as
language models. In this paper, we have proposed
SET-DST, which is an effective method for DST
with transfer learning by using schema encoding.
We have demonstrated how to encode the schema
for transferable DST and how to use the schema
representation for dialogue state generation. Our
experiments show that the schema encoding im-
proves joint accuracy even in few-shot settings.

Even though our approach could perform DST
well on target domain with few-shot settings, it
required some new data to be fine-tuned. As part
of our future work, we plan to design a DST model
for zero-shot settings.
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A Hyperparameters

We list the hyperparameters used in our experi-
ments for reproducibility.

Hidden size 768
Embedding size 768
Vocabulary size 30522
Dropout 0.3
Early stopping count 5
Max epochs 40
Min epochs 20
Batch size 8
Learning rate 3e-5
Gradient clipping 10
α 0.5
β (on SGD) 3
β (on MultiWOZ) 5

Table 3: Hyperparameters used for the experiments in
this paper.

B User Actions Set

Table 4 lists the user actions covered in this paper.
When the user state Ut is generated, each element
has three types: (1) action-slot-value triple, (2)
action-slot pair, and (3) only action; e.g., (1)
Inform-restaurant_location-SanJose,
(2) Request-restaurant_address, and
(3) Negate.

Action Name Need Slot Need Value
Inform ✓ ✓
Inform_Intent* ✓ ✓
Request ✓ ×
Request_Alts × ×
Affirm × ×
Affirm_Intent* ✓ ✓
Select ✓ ✓
Negate × ×
Negate_Intent × ×
Thank_You × ×
Goodbye × ×

Table 4: List of user actions covered in this
paper. * just need an intent as the value, but
we added a dummy slot, Intent, to keep the
shape of action-slot-value triple; e.g., we used
Inform_Intent-Intent-FindRestaurants
instead of Inform_Intent-FindRestaurants
when we make the user state.

C Pre-traing Results

We evaluated the pre-training performance on
KLUE6 dataset (Park et al., 2021), which is a Ko-
rean dataset for DST, in addition to SGD. Table 5
shows the pre-training results on SGD and KLUE.
SET-DST outperformed the baselines. These re-
sults demonstrate that SET-DST successfully per-
forms DST with just pre-training. In the experiment
on KLUE, we used KLUE-BERT7 and KoGPT-28

that are large-scale language models pre-trained on
Korean corpus.

JA

SGD
Baseline (Rastogi et al., 2020) 25.40%
SET-DST (Ours) 55.56%

KLUE
Baseline (Park et al., 2021) 50.22%
SET-DST (Ours) 57.61%

Table 5: Pre-training results on SGD and KLUE com-
pared to their baselines.

D Example of dialogues

We add an example of dialogue with the corre-
sponding user state Ut and dialogue state Dt. Ta-
ble 6 shows an dialogue on three domains: hotels,
flights, and attractions.

6https://github.com/KLUE-benchmark/
KLUE.

7https://huggingface.co/klue/bert-base.
8https://huggingface.co/skt/

kogpt2-base-v2.

https://github.com/KLUE-benchmark/KLUE
https://github.com/KLUE-benchmark/KLUE
https://huggingface.co/klue/bert-base
https://huggingface.co/skt/kogpt2-base-v2
https://huggingface.co/skt/kogpt2-base-v2
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User: I want to find me a 4 star hotel in Sydney.

Ut:
Inform_Intent - Intent - SearchHotel ; Inform - hotel_location - Sydney ;
Inform - star_rating - 4

Dt: { hotel_location: Sydney, star_rating: 4 }
System: I found 10 option that you may like. A 4 star hotel called 28 Hotel Sydney.
User: Can you smoke here? Tell me the address.
Ut: Request - smoking_allowed ; Request - street_address
Dt: { hotel_location: Sydney, star_rating: 4 }

System:
No, smoking is not allowed here. 28 Regent Street, Chippendale New South Wales 2008,
Australia is their address.

User:
Sounds okay. Find me a round trip flight to get there. I will start my trave on day after
tomorrow and I want Premium Economy class tickets.

Ut:
Select - place_name - 28 Hotel Sydney ; Inform_Intent - Intent - SearchRoundtripFlights ;
Inform - flights_departure_date - day after tomorrow ; Inform - seating_class - Premium
Economy

Dt:
{ hotel_location: Sydney, star_rating: 4, place_name: 28 Hotel Sydney,
flights_departure_date: day after tomorrow, seating_class: Premium Economy }

System: On which day you will return?
User: 12th of March is the date on which I will return.
Ut: Inform - return_date - 12th of March

Dt:
{ hotel_location: Sydney, star_rating: 4, place_name: 28 Hotel Sydney,
flights_departure_date: day after tomorrow, seating_class: Premium Economy
return_date: 12th of March }

System: From which city you want to depart?
User: From Las Vegas.
Ut: Inform - origin_airport - Lag Vegas

Dt:
{ hotel_location: Sydney, star_rating: 4, place_name: 28 Hotel Sydney,
flights_departure_date: day after tomorrow, seating_class: Premium Economy
return_date: 12th of March, origin_airport: Las Vegas }

System:
I have 1 flight for you. You like United Airlines? The onward flight takes off at 4:30 am
and return is take off at 4:55 pm. It has a layover and ticket cost $697.

User: Good. Find me some attractions there that have free entry and is child-friendly.

Ut:
Inform_Intent - Intent - FindAttractions ; Inform - free_entry - True ;
Inform - good_for_kids - True ; Inform - category - dontcare

Dt:

{ hotel_location: Sydney, star_rating: 4, place_name: 28 Hotel Sydney,
flights_departure_date: day after tomorrow, seating_class: Premium Economy
return_date: 12th of March, origin_airport: Las Vegas, free_entry: True
good_for_kids: True, category: dontcare }

System: You can check out a Sports Venue called ANZ Stadium.
User: Good. Tell me their phone number.
Ut: Select - attraction_name - ANZ Stadium ; Request - phone_number

Dt:

{ hotel_location: Sydney, star_rating: 4, place_name: 28 Hotel Sydney,
flights_departure_date: day after tomorrow, seating_class: Premium Economy
return_date: 12th of March, origin_airport: Las Vegas, free_entry: True
good_for_kids: True, category: dontcare, attraction_name: ANZ Stadium }

System: 2 9298 3777 is the phone number.
User: Great. That’s all that I wanted for now. Bye.
Ut: GoodBye

Table 6: Example of dialogue including the user state and dialogue state that we defined in this paper.


